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Lotro scholar guide

Finding scientific artifacts in Lotro So, you decided to go on the path of the scientist in Lotro. Keep in mind that this is one of the most difficult professions of crafting. Not because it's hard to work things out or purchase scientists' crafting recipes. No, the problem is that things you have to find are hard to get. As a scientist you are looking for artifacts as an
archaeologist. You are looking for old jugs, ancient vases, urns, old texts and hidden coffers and lockers...  Which may contain the ancient materials needed for your scientific research. Well, if you know something about old artifacts, I think you get a picture of where you should look for them. Yes, in ruins! The difficulty lies in the fact that the ruins are not as
common in the world of Middle-earth as you think. At least not as often as forests, shrubs and hills with wood and ore. So you have to discover them and investigate their passengers. Another problem is that most of the ruins are infected with enemy forces, poisonous spiders or some other evil or violent enemies. From this point of view, the scientist is
perhaps the most difficult profession of crafting there. Elves, hobbits and robbers can be better as a scientist, as they can infiltrate stealth into these dangerous ruins. But the brute force of the chop and slash, or the magical numbness or root can be very handy too. If you love danger, hunting enemies for scholarly artifacts (goblins, orcs, trolls, thieves and
robbers can fall from time to time artifacts too) or looting ruins, the scientist crafting profession is the thing for you! In the table below, you can see which artifacts belong to each level of the scientist.  As you can see, each artifact contains a special kind of resource. Sometimes you can also find a byproduct like a special candle ... Or... A very rare resource
like a shard! With these resources found in artifacts, you can make materials to create all kinds of interesting things. Like power and morale pots, craft buffs and buffs for shooting arrows, defense and attacks. Just look in your crafting menu and choose one of your options. For crafting, you have to go to your scientist training table, of course... crafting. Note:
Select processing in the craft menu to create the materials you need for different recipes!  Scientist Artifacts in Tier Tier Type Resource Artifact - Byproduct 1 Shattered Pitcher Aged Scraps of Texts Byproduct: Dim Candle 2 Broken Urn Fragments Byproduct: Rushlight Candle 3 Antique Vase Cracked Dwarfs Carving by-product: Beeswax Candle 4 Forgotten
text snippet D'nedain Scenario is a very rare resource: Adamant Shard : Ornate Candle 6 Sage's Lockbox Rune carved tablets a very rare resource : Mithril Flake byproduct: Bright Lamp 7 Striped Treasury Scratched Weathered Dunlending By-Product: Gondoria Parchment Page Is a Very Rare Resource: Cracked Rhi Helvarch Sigil 8 Ornate Cache Notes
Rohirrick Texts a very rare resource: The spotted crest of the Rohan byproduct: a piece of Eastemnet Sealed Wax9 Decorated Breast ragged Rohirric Pargaments is a very rare resource: Emerald shard byproduct: a piece of Westemnet sealed wax 10 generous breast tattered An'rien parchments byproduct: A piece of Anerien wax is a very rare by-product A:
Circon Shard Path Botanist and Gardener: Making dyes Most scientists are looking for artifacts, so they will have to look in ruins and - basically - have to kill a lot of evil creatures or humans. This kind of scientific specialization can be called an archaeologist. But if you don't like such an aggressive way of becoming a scientist and you're more of an obedient
type, you can always become a gardener or a botanist. Why? Because with these specialties you can make colorful dyes that sell well at the auction hall, and which give you some points for the crafting experience too. The manufacture of dyes can be done by looking for rare plant species (botany path) or by making dye ingredients by harvesting on an
agricultural field (the gardener's way). Both methods are explained on a separate page to access them: click on this link to the Path of the Archaeologist: Finding Artifacts The most common way to align your skills as a scientist is to search for artifacts. As mentioned, they can be found mostly in ruins. Sometimes you have to look in enemy camps or in mines.
Tier 1 - Apprentice: Shattered Pitcher - Elderly scraps of text - Relics of early third age - Worn tablet fragments. Broken pitchers can be found in the starting areas of Bree-Land, Eredin and Shire. Probably the best place to look for Level 1 scientist artifacts is Bree-Earth, where shattered jugs can be found in the wide surroundings around Midgewater Meares
(see map). Some places there are easy to loot, but most of them are in ruins guarded by many mobs. So be careful! Ered Luin is also OK to collect shattered pitchers, and as bree-land most pitchers are in ruins. Unsurprisingly, in the Shire, scientific artifacts seem rare. This region is hardly known for the ancient elven occupation, and large ruins are rare
here. So if you see one from afar, it's worth exploring that ruins. So far I have found only 3 places: 2 in ruins and 1 around an abandoned farmhouse. For all the famous places of Shattered pitchers (at least known to me), see the cards below. I recently checked them and ommited old records where I couldn't find scholarly artifacts. - Cryptic Texts - Second
Century Baudelsionly Broken Urns can be found in the enemy-infested ruins of Ered Luin, Bree-Land, Lonely Lands and North Downs. Records from the Shire are not known. You can also find them in or spider-infested Barrow-down mounds, southwest of Bree. If you want to avoid avoiding Dangerous places, you can also look for woad-plants. These plants
can be used to make several blue dyes. But keep in mind: woad plants are not as abundant as broken urns, so you'll only find one ore of two plants in place. But if you like collecting plants, nothing stands in your way to becoming a botanist! Erd Luin (see map above) Broken urns seem a little rare here, and the best places to look out for them are Emin
Hoedh and Kheled'l. You can also kill some evil gnomes and goblins, as they regularly drop the scholar material they found. Bree-land (see both the Barrow-Don maps below, and the Map of Brie-Land above)As well as the Artifacts of Level 1, Brie Earth is also the best region for second-level artifacts: broken urns. They can be found in ruins in Bree-land, as
well as in several mounds of North and South Barrow Down. Mounds are pretty dangerous on an equal level, but the mobs you have to win will drop excellent stuff! Some mounds have a pleasant surprise, as they also contain some antique vases, a Level 3 artifact that is quite unusual in the Briland region. You can find these vases in large mound rooms,
usually guarded by a small boss. Lonely lands (see Map Tier 3, below) Minas Erieol Region (about 35.3C, 38.4 W)Northern Falls (see Map Tier 3, below) Minas Vran Region (12.0S, 51.6 W) Tier 3 - Expert: Antique Vase Vases can be looted by scientists if they have at least expert and of course - computer-equipped glass. This third level node will give you
three kinds of raw materials for making receipts: - Faded Sindarin passages - Broken artisan diaries - Cracks dwarf antique vases can be found in ruins across Lonely Lands, North Downs and Evendim In Bree-Land they can be found in mounds in Barrow Down (see map above). Bree-land (see map above) In Brie Land antique vases can be found in the
mounds of North and South Barrow Down. They were reportedly from Howd Taenthond, Haudha Meternil, Howda Nogbenne and Barrow Ringdore in the northern part of Barrow Downs. These relatively small mounds are less dangerous than the larger mounds in the southern Barrow Downs. The biggest mounds in South Barrow Down are the most
dangerous and quite deadly if you enter them solo, at least at a low level. I found vases in Great Barrow and Hauf Iarchit, both specimens. Two small mounds in the corner of the south Barrow Downs are also antique vases: Goetham and Gwantham. Note that you have to enter the mound to find these vases, as they do not appear on your mini-map when
you are above ground, tracking them. In 3 places I found antique vases above the ground; they are all located near the great ruins of East Gortad, in the southeast corner of the map. - reports EternalLurker (see comments) Lonely Land map below) east of Weathertop, in ruins of ruins and north along the road to the last bridge, you can find several places with
antiques. All places are guarded by crowds and not easy to reach when you level 15-20. In Iorwins you have to go to the dungeons to find the vases. Agamauur and the ruins in Harluga are even more dangerous, and here you can find forgotten texts that are level 4 artifacts. Northern Falls (see map below) In the northern falls all the artifacts of the scientist
must be found in ruins. I didn't find any artifacts in enemy camps like Dol Dinen. I missed the remote Nan Wathren, as I don't expect to find any artifacts here based on the stated observation. Most of the ruins will contain antique vases, and these places are guarded by enemies, of course. The only easy places to plunder are two ruins with broken urns, to it
from Trestlebridge. Curiously, I couldn't find a single scientist artifact in one of the largest ruins of Middle-earth, the huge Castle Fornost. I entered this huge complex of walls and towers, and even the northern - instance - parts. But alas, I din't found anything but zillions mobs... However, they throw a lot of raw scientist, so they must have looted all the artifacts
here. Evendim Evendim is rich in ruins and rich in scientific artifacts. Almost every large ruin inhabited by enemy forces or aggressive animals - such as wolves, bats and salamanders - contains at least 1 artifact. Most are antique vases, but some (more dangerous) places you will find forgotten texts. Be aware of these texts because they can remain hidden
in plain sight for a long time. When you reach almost the place where the text will be, it will look like magic. Probably, all this text is fascinated and hidden by the naked eye of strangers! On the map below you will see all the places I visited in Evendim and if you can find an artifact scientist or not. The two ruins east of Part adunial are actually in the
Northdowns adjacent to the Evendim border. These ruins are called Gliost and Tam Lorne. Tier 4 - Artisan: Forgotten Text Forgotten Texts Contains Two Types of Raw (Level 4): - Fragment Of the Denedain Scenario - Relic Lothl'rien These ancient texts seem fascinated, as they remain hidden in sight, and they only appear when you stand close enough to
see them. Fortunately, they can be seen on the mini-map (radar) when the Skill Track Artifacts is activated. In a heavy crowd-infested ruins, these texts can be a pain to find, since you have to fight your way through a multitude of mobs until you reach the right place. It's always a rare sight to see a shimmering pulpit with an old tutorial appearing when you
stand close enough. And after a wild search it gives great satisfaction to extract the most wanted scientific materials - fragments of the Dunedain script and the relics of Lothlorien - from Texts. Forgotten texts can be found in 5 regions: in parts of the Lonely Lands, all over Trollshaws, Evendim and Angmar and only 1 place in the Misty Mountains. . Lonely
Lands (see map above) Forgotten texts can be found in the eastern part of the Lonely Lands. They are located in places with strong resistance, such as the undead in East Haer and Ndordore and the elite forces in Agamura. I haven't found any artifacts in the Garth Agarwen specimen area, so skip this site for artifact research. Evendim (see map above)
Evendim is not very rich in forgotten texts and I found only 4 places. I expected a lot in the vast ruins of the city of Annaminas, but in fact its relatively meager artifacts. I found only 2 places near Minathranc, and when you rob them they will appear at 2 other places near this place. I marked all 4 places on the Annuminas map. Since there are so many
Angmarin and trolls, it's not really worth going out in this very dangerous area. All mobs are about 40 level and elite forces. The tombs in Men Erain - northeast of Annuminas - are the best place to look for these elusive magical texts. I found three places along the road. Two of them are located around the tomb of Houd-Arantar and one south of Houd
Walandur, in a small open tomb of ruins. All these places are much easier to loot than dangerous places in Mannumin. Another option is the island of Tyl Ruinen salamander, although I could only find 1 place there in the ruins of Tollobel. Salamanders can be a nuisance here, and since forgotten text can be hidden for a while in plain sight - although they
appear on the radar - it can be difficult to get these texts. Consider it a challenge when you're on an equal level! Trollshaws Trollshaws is the best region to find forgotten lyrics. However, most places with scientific artifacts are infected with many monsters, such as trolls and whites. With the exception of Ost Durgonn, most places are very dangerous at level
35. So my best advice is to rob them into scholarships, or come back when you have some levels above. After lvl 50 it's an easy area. Thieves and elves can sneak - invisible - behind trolls, snap text, and escape. But if the trolls are some levels higher then you, they will surely sniff you out. Even if you are in the sylvain shadow ... Misty mountains are not
worthy for any visit. I found only 1 place with forgotten text, on the Bitter Staircase near Helegrod. If the place is looted - near a stone column - the text will appear on the opposite stone column. Angmar Despite the numerous ruins and old forgotten towns in Angmar, scientific artifacts are not very common in this gloomy place. Almost all places with forgotten
texts are full of mobs, such as Angmar priests, evil people, big trolls and countless orcs. Since rewards, killing them a lot, it is advisable to finish a lot of this evil caviar. besides interesting loot and money, they will fall ocassionally snippets of snippets Denedine writing or some relics of Lothl'rien too. The places of the forgotten text I found are marked on the
map below.  Forgotten texts and ancient vases are rare in Angmar Tier 5 - Master: Ancient Vase Ancient Vases contain 4 types of raw scientist material level 5, and you must finally be a master to open these vases.  The following raw materials can be found in ancient vases: - Long-lost second century text - Torn Scholar's Journal - Unintelligible lunar writing -
Worn elf vases can be found in ruins throughout the Misty Mountains, Forochel, Angmar and Eregion. Angmar Despite the numerous ruins and old forgotten towns in Angmar, ancient vases are very rare in this gloomy place. I checked Onk Doom, Rift, Barad Gularan, Ram Duat and Ongbishuk, but all these places seem to be empty. Most vases are probably
stolen or destroyed by a large number of enemy forces that can be found in these areas. You can, of course, kill monsters in the aforementioned dark places. Monsters will finally drop a little raw material from stolen vases. The only place where I fount vase, was in Rhunendin, east of Gimbarov. This place is so heavily infested with angina priests and trolls, it
is not worth bothering it for ancient vases. Just miss this depressing place and head to the easy-to-loot frosty ruins of the Lonely Stones in Forochel! Misty mountains like Angmar, The Misty Mountains don't seem to be a good place for ancient vases. I found only one place with 2 places of them, next to the ruins of Gabalizan (see map). Even in the city of
Goblin or the stone houses of giants - in the Giant Halls - there are no scientific artifacts that could be found. I hope someone will find a new place in this region. Tell me if you do it! Forochel Ancient Vases are a little lacking in Forochel. Maybe some of the ruins are now covered with thick ice layers and have disappeared until warmer times. I found there are
still 3 locations. Three of them are located in ruins called Kibelzahar, Lonely Stones and Ironspan. With some caution Kibilzahar and especially Lonely Stones can be looted quite easily. In both places there are only two places where you can find ancient vases. Just kill the enemies and wait for them to reappear. Kibilzahar is a small ruin, and vases will
reappear in the same places. Lonely stones are much larger, so 2 vases have 4 places where they can appear. Fortunately, the place is pretty empty enemies and it is the safest place to rob you of a valuable Ironspan however is largely guarded by a lot of Angmarin, so take care when you try to rob vases in this place. Don't go there when you're a few levels
lower than Angmarin in this place! Ancient vases near Sigiltsund are hidden in sight and you have to enter the Icereave mines to find them. At first glance you only see 1 vase, but if you pull the lever down the hidden Appears. In this passage you can find 2 more vases. The site is infected with dourhand gnomes and peikko-snowbeasts, but they throw a lot of
loot. Don't go in if you have some levels lower like mobs as they will definitely grab you! Go back when you're higher level, or loot in a group of 2-3. Eregion Like Forochel, ancient vases are also rare in Eregion. I've only found 3 places so far. The first places to go are the ruins in Pembara, with lots of worms and half-orcs. You will find 2 spots with vases
there. To the west I found 2 places in Barad Morlas, another ruin with lots of half-orcs. You can combine both places with quests, especially Barad Morlas. South of Barad Morlas there is a small ruin with 2 other spots of ancient vases. Both places are pretty easy to loot. If you circle around in Barad Morlas, you can kill the half-orcs and their wolf-guards, do a
lot of quests and loot at least 4 places with ancient vases until they appear. Curiously, I have not found any vases in the famous ruins of Tam Myrden, both school and library. There are also no vases in the camp orcs near the Red Horn (Tar-Stag) pass and the Angmarin and Dundeen camps in Emin-Naer. Thus, like The Misty Mountains and Forochel, the
Ancient Vase is a rare artifact of the scientist indeed.   Tier 6 - Supreme: Sage's Locker, Sage's Casket and Sage's Lockbox There are 3 types of Level 6 artifacts: sage lockers, caskets and locks. They can contain up to 5 types of raw materials. Materials: - Etching Moriah - Rowe Carved Tablets - Relic of Hazad-Dam - Broken Dwarf Statue - Tattered Khuzdul
Pargament Droprates Here's a rough table with estimated droprates of 3 types of lockboxes you can find: Item Locker Casket Lockbox Bright Lamp 0-1 (20%) 0-1 (20%) 0-2 (20%) Broken dwarf statue 0-1 (50%) 1-3 (100%) 0-3 (90%) Tattskul parchment 0-1 (25%) 1-2 (100%) 1-3 (100%) Moriah's Etching 1-3 (100%) 0-1 (25%) 0-1 (75%) Hazad-Yama Relic 1-
3 (100%) 0-1 (90%) 0-1 (50%) Run tablet 1-3 (100%) 0-1 (50%) 0-2 (90%) Read the table as follows: lockbox sage has a 100% drop in rate (100%) at least 1 Tattered Khuzdul parchment, although sometimes 2 or 3 can fall (1-3). The sage's casket falls most of the time (90%) Hazad-dum relic (0-1). In the sage locker you will always find at least 1 Moriah
etching, 1 heirloom Hazad-dum and 1 4e carved tablets. Up to 3 of these relics can be found in the locker (1-3). However, Moria's Echtching droprate sage casket is only 25% and only 1 will fall (0-1). The same amount of such relic can be found in Lockbox, although the chance to find it is twice as high as in the casket (50%). starting with Redhorn Lodes.
Saja's loccox can be found in Lotlorien, Mirkwood and Yenedaite. Moriah there are many places to find sage caskets and sage lockers in the mines of Moria. As an elf, I don't like the depressing environment of narrow, dark and countless mazes like the paths underground. I mapped all the places in Moria where I found the artifacts, and below you see my
final results. Print them, or use a second screen like me (they're easy to access these days at the 2nd side store). The Moria maps I used are detailed real travel maps from which you will see a small part on your radar. These locations are points of interest that will be displayed as tagged objects on the radar. You can also see them on the view card as flags
(when you click on the M-key). For you the convenience I've noted stables (purple dots) and on most maps are also stable routes you only have to travel some part of the route, on foot or goat, and wind your way into the dark caves and halls of Moriah, Sage's Lockers Sage lockers can be found in the upper levels of Moriah: The Great Delving and Durin
Way, and in the sub-lower levels of Silvertine Lodes and Selem-Melek. They can also be found in Waterworks. When you enter Moriah, you start in the Great Delvinga. At first glance Moriah is an overwhelming place and Great Delving seems pretty easy. Strange enough starting areas are full of mazes and you've lost quite easily. Since all the dark caves are
literally infected with packs of orcs and goblins, a wrong turn can lead to great chaos and great disappointment. In addition, there are many places where you can fall into the endless abyss of Moria, so you are warned! Sage lockers can be found in many places and when you wait a bit they will respawn quickly. I have also provided stable routes on the map,
so when you are lost you have to go on a stable route and wind your way back to a safe place. Moriah - Great Delving. Locking yellow dots, yellow line and stable route (stables and purple) Durin's Path north of the Great Delving, when you pass the gates of the dwarf overlords, you enter (zone) Durin Way. The entire western (to the left of Jazargund's cross
on the map) is rich in sage lockers, but you won't find them in the winding passage from the House of Crossroads to the 21st Hall. All places are protected by orcs or other unpleasant creatures. The garden is surprisingly empty of the sage's lockers. Durin's way. yellow dots: sage lockers, yellow lines: stable routes, stables: purple dots, white triangles: special
places. Fanged Pit to the east of the Jazargund Cross has a giant cave with small hills, peaks, platforms and lots of winged evil creatures. Despite the expanse of Fanged Pit, there are no scholarly artifacts to be found. I crossed all the tracks, but I didn't see it. So Scientist in Search you can skip this area. A fan canine pit. Yellow dots: sage lockers, yellow
lines: stable routes, stables: purple dots, triangles: special Silvertine lodes Silvertine lodes lodes lodes lies south of deep descent and can be considered as sub-lower level. This area contains some stains with Sage lockers, but it's not a very rich place. I found 3 spots in the central part, next to the spiral wooden platform of Menem-bere. The Old Town of
Silvertin and the goblin-infested cave south of Hamil Filik also offers some places. If you desperately need some lockers, the upper levels of Moria are richer and easier to loot. Silvertine lodes: yellow dots: sage lockers, yellow lines: stable routes, triangles: special seats, purple dotted lines: the boundary of the 21st hall south of the 21st Hall is a large hall
complex with the same dark brown tiles, called the Great Hall of Durin. You can enter it 21-room Of the Western Arch, and following a stable route you Ville find 3 locker seats. The hall has several slats connected to the stairs. In total, you can find 7 seats with lockers in brown tiled halls. Two places are dangerous and heavily guarded by orcs, Blat-kar and
Gazata-ru. Other places are not a very big problem, as long as you are on the same level as the orcs in this zone. If you follow the stables, you can go to the wide halls and enter the zone of zelem-Melek. It is a very huge area, with a maze-like structure with small gals and orc-infested rooms. The melek is gradually changing in the fiery depths of the SE.
Selem Melek, 21st Hall (north) and Great Hall of Durin (south) yellow dots: sage lockers, yellow lines: stable routes, stables: purple dots, triangles: special seats of the Celem-Melek North part of the Selem-Melek is a large hall complex with many separated small halls. It has a few sage lockers, but they are a little scattered all over the zelem-Melek. South of
the Flowing Water Hall this area seems a bit empty, but that will change when you enter the southern part of The Seem Melek (see entry below). This part of Moriah can be introduced from 21 halls in Ne or Big Delving in the West. In a distant NE you will enter the Redhorn Lodes. The curious gorge runs from north to south and is bordered by the Great
Delving. You can follow this gorge directly to the Burning Depths. There is a lot of ore to be found in this ongoing tunnel, but no scholar artifacts. Selem-Melek, north part: yellow dots: sage lockers, yellow lines: stable routes, stables: purple dots, triangles: special places of the zelem-Melek southern part of the southern part of The Green Melek are very similar
to the northern part with a lot of sage lockers. They are all concentrated in orcs-infested rooms, so be a little ready to hit and run if there are too many orcs On you. Since there are many dead ends, it is advisable to approach each room room This area, which looks like a hall, changes after you pass the Oak Watch in the east when you enter the large
Redhorn-Lodes cave. This is the lower area of Moria, with the saja caskets. To the south is the stable of Azazarmechem, and in this place you enter the Burning Depths, the dangerous lower zone of Mora, with the caskets of the Sage. Selem Melek, southern part: yellow dots: sage lockers, yellow lines: stable routes, stables: purple dots, triangles: special
places, blue dots: waterworks waterworks sage caskets is one of the coolest places to be in the mines of Moria. it's a world in itself, with strange quiet pools and interesting cameras to explore. For a lower level area it is not very dangerous in most parts. Globsnaga Orcs Place - the red room bordering the Chamber of Dark Waters - is one of the most
dangerous places. An interesting place to explore is the Lost Palace with beautiful translucent spiders.  Waterworks is a fun place to discover and you'll find a few scattered places with sage lockers. Surprisingly, in this lowest level of Moriah, there are no caskets to be found and you will only find sage lockers. There were no scientific artifacts in the western
part, south of Narag Kheleb. I checked all the places there, but couldn't find anything. Water pipe, southern part: yellow dots and sage lockers, yellow line - a stable route of Sage Sage Sage Caskets can be found in the lower depths of the Moria mines, like the Redhorn Lodes and The Flaming Depths. The plumbing is a beautiful area but contains only Sage's
lockers. Nothing was found in the gruesome caves of the Stone Foundation.  Nud Melek Most of Nud Melek is a giant Second Hall with huge stone columns, shaped like ancient trees. This area - the 2nd hall - has 4 spots of the sage casket, and you can circle it, emptying the caskets and killing numerous orcs and nasty big fireflies.  From Hurjeser to the First
Hall I found only 3 seats and to the west of 21 halls, in the lava-rich stone pavement area only 1 place.  Don't go into the aisle north of Hurjeser for scientific artifacts, as they are not available. This passage is a nuisance anyway, because after killing countless and countless orcs you pass the Camp Balina and come across an unwayable roadblock guarded ...
Orcs! You have to fight all the way back, as there is no passage to the 21st hall (although the map and mini radar offer it...).  Sage caskets (blue dots) in Nud Melek. In the yellow line it is a stable route. Redhorn-lodes Redhorn lodes are a surprisingly easy high-level area to search for sage. Caskets are concentrated in the northwestern part of this area, I
found no eastern half and southern (infected by countless spit Grodborgs). Sage caskets (blue dots) in Redhorn Lodes. In the yellow line it is a stable route. The depth of Flaming Depth is an interesting place to be, with lots of lava pools and heat-loving critters. There are several spots with sage caskets to be found, most of them in close proximity to the
stable route. If you're careful, they're not very hard to rob, but this place seems a little more dangerous than the Redhorn Lodes. Sage caskets (blue dots) in the Burning Depths. Yellow Line is a stable route of the Base of stone In this horrible place, with indescribable horrors, absolutely no scientist artifacts where found. Lothlorien Of all the zones in Middle-
earth where I searched for the sage castles, the golden tree Lothlorien is the easiest and most relaxed place to be. You need to cross Nimrodel, as these artifacts can only be found in the golden forest. I found six places with a treasury: Cerin Nauth, Silent Garden, Garden of Remembrance, Cerin Brethil, Lorien Vineyards and Rest Lady. All these places
(except the vineyard) will give you 3 easy to loot stains with sage loboxes. There are unlikely enemies that will attack you here - if you stay away from them - and this is a much more convenient place to look for artifacts, then the ugly halls of Moria. Although I understand that hack and slash scientists may find it a little boring in Lothlorien (slashers: go to
Mirkwood for artifacts). Anyway, if you circle between Cerin Nauth, Silent Garden, Cerin Brethil and Memory Garden, you will have many artifacts at any time.  At the Lerien vineyard I found artifacts in 4 knots, but they seem to spawn with only two together. So most of the time you will only find 2 boxes around the vineyard. You have to look a bit here to find
them, they are sometimes hidden between a hedge or a garden wall. The nodes are located at 18.7S, 64.0W;18.6S, 64.2W and 18.15S, 64.2W. I forgot to mention the coordinates of the 4th node because it rarely appears. With your artifact-radar on, it shouldn't be a big problem to find this one. If you want to do quests as well as collect a lot of lockboxes in
Lothlorien, the best strategy is to circle around all the mentioned places, and picking up quests near each location. Many places have repeatable quests, so you can do them many times (albeit a little boring, ofc). Mirkwood Compared to Enedwaith and especially the gold forest of Lothlorien, Mirkwood is a grim place to be. But if you're careful, it's not as much
pain as Moria's numerical deep slits. You have to venture far to get to the ruins with artifacts (sage castles) and they seem to be concentrated in the orcs and ghost of the infested ruins of ashenlades. I have noted six ruins where many lockboxes can be found.  Most of the locations have 3 lockboxes, and the two ruins in Sad Doldur contain a total of 6 boxes.
If you're circling here, you'll come across 20 seats with and it's one of the high-density places where scientists' artifacts can be found in a small area. Whether you want to do some killer-case like an oak-killing, or want to make some ruins of discovery, Ashenlades is definitely the place to be! I couldn't find any other places with Sage castles in other ruins,
such as Mirk-karnis in the western part of Mirkwood, Emin-Lum and Taurus. Even the huge ruins of the complexes in Dol Guldur and Gathburz seem to be those to be empty (probably all stolen by an evil man). The Minas Gil Tower is also not worth a visit for artifacts, although you can kill a lot of sorcerers out there (killer-case). Like all humanoids, they will
certainly drop the raw materials of the scientist's stolen artifacts. Note that in the orc camps with tents and wooden palisade (western part of Mirkwood) and mounds in the sanctuary of ancient (Far Eastern scuttledells) also there were no artifacts.  Enedwaith Not much is known about scientific artifacts in this area of Middle-earth. I found 4 regions with several
spots of Sage castles.  In the north, it seems only 2 places with lockboxes. The first place to enter is the deserter camp le Le Le Lechu, in Forditith. A much better place, but a much more dangerous place is the giant ruin of Amon Min. It is heavily guarded by robbers, but it is a place of reward to loot: I found 6 places with lockboxes there. The gate of the
King's Way, northwest of this great ruin, was empty; I only found a regular wooden chest there. In the south there are two main regions for scientific artifacts. You can find quite a few Sage castles in the dash of the infected mound of falling Leach bluff. Most places here are west of the road, but you can also find some east of it. All lockboxes are heavily
protected by numerous liches.  In the giant hills of Thrors Thomb there are also some sage lockboxes to be found, between giants ... These huge creatures lvl 65 and they have the health of 20300 morale! So it's a little tricky here if you're not level 75 or higher (then a very easy place!). All of them are located near Mafan Mudum. I found nothing in the
northeastern part of the snow dragon or in the ancient dwarf library of Nara Peak. Tier 7 - Westfold: Banded Coffered Coffers can be found in Dunland, Rohan Gap, Nan Kurunan and the Great River.  The treasury contains the following raw materials: - Page of Gondor parchment (rarely) - Snatches of weathered Dunlending Text (general)Heavy striped
treasury can give up the very valuable Cracked Rhi Helvarch Sigil, a great item for the manufacture of special legendary weapons and books.   Great River - Thinglad Some places on the Big Rover are surprisingly empty of enemies and nice to look for striped coffers. You can find 3 near the ruins of Haldirith and 2 near a giant statue called Cuthstan. A much
more dangerous area is the Limlight Gorge with a giant and walking trees (huorns). Fallen tower more or less easy to approach, but all other places with striped treasury are dangerous. Starting with the Fallen Tower, the scientist can make the Ancient Ruins of Limlight here. To do this, you have to find very small ruins.  Two of these very small ruins - white
fallen walls, pulsating when undetected - can be found by tracking artifacts: fallen and ancient elf ruins are accompanied by one striped treasury (although it can be empty if they are looted by another scientist). The other three places in the Limlight Gorge with small elven ruins are the mysterious 27.0S, 69.0W, sacred 27.4S, 70.4W and engraved elven ruins
(27.0S, 71.2W). I didn't find a striped coffers in those places. If you go to the far southwest, you'll find one Banded Coffer near the Bridge tree trunk of Limlight Falls and one in the hidden Limlight Glade (just cross the bridge and follow the mountain path up). The elven settlement in the ruins of Haldirith has 3 easy treasury locations to loot. In the north and
south you will find orc camps with a few more striped coffers. I found five places in the Hoes Urdan camp and two in Angund. Those in Angund had heavy gang treasuries and one of them contained a very rare Cracked Rhi Helvarch Sigil. So be interested and loot always heavy striped coffers first! You never know when another scientist will appear... A few
isolated in Wailing Hills there are also 2 locations banded by the treasury. If you are lucky, you will meet a giant friendly eagle named Landalal. If you have crossed fields from Stangard to the ghost-infested Celebrant field, you will pass 3 small, unnamed ruins. They all contain 2 or 1 Banded Coffers. The nearby Eorlsmead Tower, however, had no treasury
when I visited it. Two places can be found in a small circular ruin at 30.4S and 59.2W. To the east is the great ruins of the Ost Celebrant complex and this place is really full of striped treasury. The problem is that the old ruined city is infected with a lot of ghosts and robbers - so be careful!. I couldn't find any coffers in the Brownland camps. Dunland North of
Dunland seems to be full of striped coffers, even larger than the Great River area. Especially White-infested Bonevales offers a lot for the scientist. I found 10 places with striped coffers! I also noticed some Indigo plants in this place, but didn't map them. Other good places in this part of Dunland are the dragon clan settlement (north and south) and the
adjoining hand hut. In the centre of Dunland is the strange winged tower of Flam Cadus. It is heavily guarded by lvl 68 dunleding riders, but there are many rewards here! I found 5 places with a normal striped treasury and two places with heavy striped treasury (1 fell Cracked Rhi Helvarch Sigil). Another tower, Hyun Turrau, lying SE of this tower, has 3
slightly guarded seats with Treasury. One of them has a heavy type, so it can fall cracked Rhi Sigil.Other places in central Dunland give only 1 or 2 coffers, but the Tree Tribute is maybe an interesting place. One of the coffers here can be heavy (special fall!). Varg panels, north of The Howe Caves - in Pren Gwydh - are also a good place to plunder the
treasury, but beware of all those lvl 67 wargs with their goblin trainers. If you are careful, this place can be plundered solo caracter lvl 65 . In the southwest, Lhan Covarn (in the northwest point of Dunbog) is an interesting place. Four treasuries can be found, but this place is literally teeming with evil orcs. Don't go there if you're low or go to a group. However,
at level 75 it is an easy place to loot.  In the far south are withered stones. It is an ancient ruin in a swamp, with a lot of strange Dun Avanc (lvl 71): a kind of reptile that looks like a small stegosaurus. Don't underestimate them, they're cruel creatures! The settlement of Tal Mehedras, in ne Dunlaind doenst, contains any striped treasury. Breaking Rohan In
rohan's break I found 4 places with striped treasury, all in the enemy-infected settlement of Bruntrig. There are many lvl 72-73 Draig-l'th warriors here, so be careful! Otherwise, this area is not interesting at all to search for striped treasury, although I did not check the evil settlement of Woolf's crevices. Nan Kurunir Nan Kurunir is the place of Saruman, with the



forbidden Black Tower of Ortanka constantly in sight. This is a terrible and very vicious area, not a place to collect striped treasury. I found only one place, with 2 spots: in Fort Blackmarch, which is literally teeming with lvl 75 Shak-Hai archers, warriors and lumberjacks. The name of the woodcutter sounds like an ordinary lumberjack, bit these beasts are
creatures of Saruman, so Uruk-Hai. They cut down a beautiful forest here. I can imagine a better place to plunder banded coffers like the Bonevales in Northwest Dunland! However, for a daring adventurer it is fun to steal artifacts right under Saruman's nose. Its tower is behind a wall guarded by lvl 75 warg-rides and semi-orca clockwork. Inside you'll find - of
course - a set of lvl 75 enemies like Isenguard Warriors, Isen Warg Riders, Shaq-High Warriors, Signature Shaq-High Wardens and Elite 76692 Morale War-Troll (immune to Root and Stun). Some people can also be found here, a kind of sorcerer called The Apprentice Saruman.Outside gate I found only 1 place with striped treasury, but inside the ring of 10
or more treasury. Two heavy striped coffers and can (will not ...) contain crack rhi sigil. The gate is guarded by two sworn enemy trolls called Ufdragh and Barashal. They are immune to stun and root. Both trolls 751700 morale and extremely dangerous. Ride a horse and sprint through, in a straight to the black tower of Ortanka! Hope they didn't hit you with a
devastating hit! They can do each 4044 common damage with a critical impact, or 1333 normal shadow damage. Usually only 1 troll will hit you, but sometimes - it's a stated fact - two. If you go far enough, they will stop and retreat to their watchpost at the gate. Inside you have only to avoid - or kill - a flock of mobs there. Its pretty easy when you lvl 84, since
no one - except Ufdragh and Barashal - will attack you. The only thing you have to be careful about is the escape route. If you hit this place, you enter one side of the sewer tube outside and can't go back. Anyway, have fun in Saruman's dwellings. Unfortunately, you can't visit it to have a cup of green tea. The door of the black tower is firmly closed... To enter
the inner circle, you must pass these nemesis trolls For information about the places of Level 8 and 9 artifacts in Rohan, click here or on the text of the headline above! For information on the location of levels 9 and 10 artifacts in Gondor and Anari, click here or on the text of the headline above! Above! lotro scholar leveling guide. lotro scholar farming guide
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